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This tutorial will show you how to perform an Advanced Search in the LibraryLink Catalog.
To start, go to the LibraryLink home page

If you are a member, log into the IAAO website first, before navigating to the LibraryLink home page. Your name will appear in the upper right hand corner if you have successfully logged in. For further instructions on how to log in, see the tutorial video titled “How to Access the LibraryLink Catalog”.
The search box is at the top of the page. To the immediate right of the search box is a drop down menu, where you can select the type of search you wish to perform. For this tutorial, we are selecting Advanced search.
An expanded search box will appear giving you a wide variety of options for your search. Enter any of the following in the corresponding fields: Keyword, Title, Author, Publisher, Date Range, Subject, or Journal Title.
You can select how specific you want your search to be.
You can select the type of material you are looking for, and even the collection type.
For this example, I am looking for anything the library has on foreclosure that has been published since 2007.

Keyword: foreclosure

Date range: 2007 - 2013

Press enter, or the green “go” button to initiate the search.
Your results can be refined by clicking on “Modify Results”. 
Modify Results

This box will appear on the right hand side of your results.

Select an arrow to expand.

Make your selection, then click “Go”.

### Available
- Available only

### Branch
- Collection
- Format
- Published Date

### Subject
- Foreclosure (7)
- Foreclosure - United States (4)
- Foreclosures (3)
- Foreclosure - Arizona - Maricopa County (2)
- Market approach to value (2)
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### Author

### Series

### Publisher

### Corporate Author

### List

### GMD
Only resources with the criteria you have selected will be shown.
For more information on accessing materials, see the tutorials on Downloading Items and Requesting Items.
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For additional help contact the library at library@iaao.org.